**Personal Safety Equipment**

**Purse/ Bag Cable** – Designed to prevent bag dipping by allowing you to secure valuable items to your bag or clothing. The gradual tensioning system allows the cable to extend up to 10 times its original length.

**Charm Alarm** – A convenient colourful keychain accessory, proven to deter attackers. Pull out the metal charm to activate 110db alarm.

**Purse Dipping Bells** – Bells are a simple but effective way of keeping items secure. Attach to your purse/ wallet, phone or alternative valuable item and be alerted if anyone tries to remove it from within your bag or pocket.

**Carabiner Hook** – Secure your rucksacks/ bags by attaching the zip to either another zip or a fixed point such as a handle loop. A simple yet effective method for discouraging thieves.

**U.V Security Marker** – Mark your personal electrical items with this permanent U.V pen. Write your postcode and house number on the item and then register the product details with [www.immobilise.com](http://www.immobilise.com)

**Secret Pocket** – Handy wallet for holding your valuables, designed to be worn around the neck under your jacket or clothing.

**MyBunjee** – Device which allows the user to attach their phone using a silicone strap, to their clothing or bag with a g-clip.

**Mini Purse/ Bag Alarm** - Designed to alert the user if their purse or bag is taken. A loud 110dbs siren is triggered when the pin is pulled out, this should cause the thief to drop the item(s) they are attempting to take. (This product also includes a handy torch light)